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Elevate Your Threat 
Intelligence Operations to be 
More Efficient and Actionable

Maximize Insights 

Maximize Efficiency 

Directly manage and activate all your intelligence 
requirements directly in the ThreatConnect TI Ops 
Platform. The Intelligence Requirements capability in 
the Platform enables customers to define, activate, 
and track their requirements, improving threat 
intelligence operations to be more efficient and 
actionable. 

ThreatConnect empowers CTI analysts and intel consumers, such as SOC 
and vulnerability management teams, to gain in-depth understanding of 
the threat landscape, and how those threats relate to the critical risks of 
an organization. The ThreatConnect Intelligence Requirements capability 
plays a crucial role in this process, allowing CTI teams to quickly identify 
the most relevant threats to their business. Armed with these insights, 
stakeholders can proactively take action to defend their business and stay 
one step ahead of potential attacks.

ThreatConnect streamlines the management and operationalization 
of threat intelligence. The Intelligence Requirements capability makes 
capturing, leveraging, and sharing your requirements easier and more 
effective. Intelligence Requirements focus on threats with business-critical 
impact while mitigating low-impact data collection. This approach allows for 
the right data sources to be used rather than assembling every data source 
you need, reducing time and effort.  

Maximize Collaboration
Intelligence Requirements allows organizations to capture their intelligence 
requirements (IRs) in one place and facilitates collaboration at the planning 
stage of the Threat Intelligence cycle. Unlike traditional methods relying on 
wikis, documents, and spreadsheets, IRs can be easily set up, managed, and 
optimized within the ThreatConnect Platform. This centralized approach 
enhances collaboration, ensuring that all stakeholders are aligned and working 
together towards a common goal.



ThreatConnect enables threat intelligence operations, security operations,  
and cyber risk management teams to work together for more effective, efficient, and collaborative cyber defense and 
protection. With ThreatConnect, organizations infuse ML and AI-powered threat intel and cyber risk quantification into 
their work, allowing them to orchestrate and automate processes to get the necessary insights and respond faster and 
more confidently than ever before. Over 200 enterprises and thousands of security professionals rely on  
ThreatConnect every day to protect their organizations’ most critical assets.
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Elevate your threat 
intelligence operations to be 
more efficient and actionable

Get Faster Value from Your CTI

Create Robust RequirementsSpend Time on Impactful Work

ThreatConnect’s Intelligence Requirements 
capability reduces the time to get value from 
your threat intelligence. Using the Intelligence 
Requirements capability streamlines the planning 
and tracking of your IRs and enables the sharing of 
vital intel.

Intelligence Requirements empowers organizations 
to create, centralize, and update well-defined threat 
intelligence requirements in a centralized location, 
eliminating the use of spreadsheets and other 
documents.

Intelligence Requirements enables CTI analysts to 
focus on impactful work. Tracking your IRs in the 
ThreatConnect Platform helps you minimize manual 
tasks and focus on providing actionable intelligence 
to consumers. 


